There is no guarantee or warranty that the buyer will be able to breed or show the dog purchased, regardless
of show or breeding potential. This guarantee is not transferable from the original purchaser.
General information:
Every line of dogs has some issues that are common to the breed. The olde english bulldogge is a recreation of
the bulldogges of olde and one of the purposes it was created was to eliminate many of the established health
problems that the English Bulldog has - which it has done. However, it is still a Bulldog, and some problems
may arise that are directly related to what we find most desirable about the breed. The flatter face, the rolling
gait, the short tail and big chest for instance. Do all the research that you can and understand that when you
purchase a dog you may have to deal with some issues.
Stress:
One must understand that it's stressful for any puppy to leave its home and littermates. Like you, a pup under
stress is more susceptible to illness. His immune system is compromised while under stress. There are
millions of bacteria, fungi, and - depending on environment - viruses all over. If your pup comes into contact
with these will stressed, he will be less able to fight it off. Be very considerate of this factor, keep the pup quiet,
and wait until he knows you and is over his stressful time to expose him to new and exciting ( and usually
germ and virus filled) environments. Like going to Petco to choose a new bone, or inviting all of your friends
and family over to meet him. Give him time and keep him away from stress as much as possible the first ten
days or so. Hold him in your lap at the vet. Like hospitals, where sick people are all over, vets see sick dogs on
a daily basis. It may take him a few days of rest to be himself again. This is normal. We strongly suggest you
do not expose your puppy to new things until you have had him for two weeks. Keep him in your yard, hold
him if you cannot. He is a baby just like a human baby. You know how they catch every cold around? It is
because they are new to the world and their immune system needs to be exposed to things to become strong just like baby puppies. Pups are current on their vaccinations when they leave Beachbullogges. You will need
to give several more when the pup gets a bit older. Speak with your vet about what is appropriate for your
area. The incubation period on parvo is 2-10 days. Just because a puppy is current on immunizations does
not mean he is immune. You will be given a puppy health form with your dog. This will detail what
vaccinations and wormings he has had and when. All of the dogs here at Beachbulldogges are on a
comprehensive health program that was compiled with the help of long time breeders and our veterinarian.
You are purchasing a "Bulldog" and as the name implies they can be very determined. Please consider getting
some professional training when he is younger, you'll be thankful you did when he's older! There is nothing
like the love of a bulldog!

